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Abstract The recent advance in mobile processing power
and imaging devices opened the door to a wide range of
mobile vision applications. However, in contrast to typical
specially designed machine vision systems in industrial en-
vironment, the mobile devices, expected to address the same
mobile vision problems, significantly vary in imaging sen-
sors as well as processing power. In this paper we present
the results of the experimental study in which we evaluated
22 smart mobile devices in terms of accuracy that can be
achieved when using these devices for measuring distances
between points in the plane. The results show that smart
phones and tablet computers can be used as a high pre-
cision measuring device, achieving sub-milimeter accuracy
for measurement in the plane defined by a commonly acces-
sible reference object such as an A4 sheet of paper.

1 Introduction

In recent years we have witnessed a huge growth in popular-
ity of mobile devices such as smart phones and tablet com-
puters. As is often the case, this popularity growth comes
hand in hand with the constant growth in performance of
the mobile devices in terms of size, processing speed, inter-
action with the user, integrated sensors, etc. Among sen-
sors, the integrated camera is one of the most important
and prominent ones. Nowadays, owning a decently pow-
erful computer and a decent camera, encapsulated in a small
mobile device, is often considered a basic social necessity.
It seems only natural that these devices are becoming an
important platform for application of computer vision and
machine vision solutions. These range from devices to aid
visually-impaired [6], scene reconstruction [8], augmented
reality [11], mobile text translation [9] to visual landmark
identification [1]. It is to be expected even a greater use of
mobile vision applications in the future.

The history of machine vision has seen many successful
industrial applications; part of this success, however, can be
certainly attributed to the controllable environment they are
usually operating in. When designing a classical machine
vision system, such as quality control or a system for optical
measurement, there are always three major factors we have
to consider: (i) the imaging device we are using, (ii) the
environment (especially the illumination of the object and
scene), and (iii) the position and the orientation of the object
with respect to the scene and the camera. Based on these
three factors we can optimize our selection of software and
hardware for a specific task (e.g. we can select the camera
and the lenses that suit to the problem most). Sometimes,
we can (or have to) even adapt the original environmental
conditions to meet the requirements of a specific solution.
When some of these factors can not be controlled enough,
we have to compensate that by robustifying the methods ap-
plied.

In contrast, when designing machine vision applications
for mobile devices, we have very little control over the fac-
tors mentioned above, since it is the global market that dic-
tates the choice of software and hardware (camera included)
our application has to run on. All we can do is to state the
minimal requirements, which again have to be often as min-
imal as possible. It can be quite a shock to replace a ded-
icated industrial camera with a plethora of different mobile
phone cameras, primarily designed for social networking.
Clearly, in this case the robustness of our machine vision
methods faces much greater challenges. In addition our ap-
plications are now supposed to be used by non-expert users,
and must, hence, be easy-to-use and possibly conform to
other related requirements.

In this paper we discuss some of the challenges we face
when implementing machine vision applications on smart
mobile devices. Our focus is on applications that require
very accurate image formation and detection, as well as lo-
calization of the individual parts of the image (e. g. for
accurately measuring the size of the captured objects). We
conducted an experimental study in which we assessed the
ability of different models of mobile devices to handle such
tasks.

Several authors have studied computer vision algorithms
in the context of the processing power of modern mobile
devices. Recently [2] have published results of a large-scale
experiment that benchmarks computer vision algorithms po-
tentially interesting for mobile applications. They analyze
single and multi-thread implementations of these algorithms
and identify major areas where architecture can improve the
performance. Wang et al. [10] consider the possibility of
levereging the GPU in mobile phones to speed up computer
vision algorithms. Our focus was on the analysis of imag-
ing capabilities of these devices in the context of machine
vision tasks. In total we evaluated 22 mobile devices. We
present the results on their appropriateness for using them
as vision-based measuring devices.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present the methods that were used to evaluate the smart mo-
bile devices. In Section 3 we describe the evaluation proto-
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col and then present the evaluation results in Section 4. We
conclude with the final remarks and the future work.

2 Methods
2.1 Problem description
We can instantiate the general questions stated in the intro-
duction with the following specific problems: How accu-
rately can we measure distances between points in a plane
with smart mobile devices and how do different mobile de-
vices differ in their performance? Since no additional infor-
mation about various devices is known in realistic scenarios,
we are restricted to the information that can be obtained di-
rectly from the device and the captured image. No explicit
calibration of the camera is therefore allowed.

Since we want to measure the distances in the metric ab-
solute space, we need the means of determining the scale of
the elements in the captured image. In principle, we could
obtain that information from the integrated accelerometers
and gyroscopes, however the results obtained in this way are
not very accurate [7]. Therefore we allow the use of a refer-
ence object of a known size to determine the scale. We also
assume the widespread use of our application, which means
not only that this object is supposed to be of a standard size,
but also be very ordinary an easily accessible. Considering
all this an A4 sheet of paper seems like a natural choice.
Therefore all the measurements that we will make will be
done with respect to the A4 sheet of paper. The application
has first to automatically detect the edges and the corners
of the sheet of the paper from which the camera external
parameters can be estimated using standard solutions from
camera geometry.

In the following subsections we briefly describe the
methods that are used to implement this process. We used
the fundamental and well established computer vision tech-
niques. The primary purpose of this implementation was to
evaluate a wide range of mobile devices and to empirically
estimate the upper bound of the error, and not to advance the
individual methods used (which could be done and would
slightly improve the overall results).

2.2 Detection of reference object
The procedure for robust detection of the paper sheet edges
consists of the following well-known computer vision steps:
We first apply the Canny edge detection algorithm to the
grayscale image containing the reference object. Next, we
detect the lines in the binary edge image using the Hough
transform. Lines that lie within each others’ delta regions
are grouped together. Lines that withstand the filtering pro-
cess are then fitted to the points in the binary edge image,
using the least squares method. To ensure robust and pre-
cise line fitting, we discard the points lying in delta regions
of other lines. The remaining set of points is then sorted ac-
cording to the point-to-line distances. Finally, the lines are
fitted to a fraction of their closest points, thus eliminating
outliers from the line fitting process. In this way we detect
the four edges of the reference object and then calculate their
intersections with subpixel accuracy. The four intersection
points are then subjects of further processing.
2.3 Estimation of camera parameters
The origin of the world coordinate system is placed in the
top-left corner of the reference object, with X and Y axes
running along its shorter and longer edge, respectively. To
determine the camera orientation, we apply a flat-marker ap-
proach often used in augmented reality applications. The
pinhole camera model [3] establishes the following relation
between the 3D paper-sheet corners Xi and their 2D image
projections xi:

xi = K[R|t]Xi, (1)

where K, R and t are the camera calibration, rotation and
translation matrices, respectively. The calibration matrix
can be estimated directly, by reading the relevant parame-
ters from the mobile device. We assume that the camera
sensor matrix is not skewed and that the principal point is
well approximated by the image center. The only unknown
parameters are then the focal lengths in pixels (fx,fy) which
can be estimated indirectly from the x and y field-of-view
angles αx and αy , respectively,

fx =
1

2
W tan−1(

αx

2
) ; fy =

1

2
H tan−1(

αx

2
), (2)

whereW andH are sensor width and height, respectively, in
pixels. These parameters fully define the camera calibration
matrix.

With the calibration matrix estimated, we use the stan-
dard approach by noting that the 3D cornersXi of the paper-
sheet lie on a plane with Z coordinates equal to zero. This
means that the transformation of 3D points on the sheet of
paper and their projected image points is governed by a ho-
mography matrix H, i.e.,

H = K[r1, r2, t], (3)

where r1 and r2 are the first two columns of the rotation
matrix. The homography is calculated directly from the 2D-
3D correspondences. Since H and K are known, we can
calculate r1, r2 and t by inversion of (3) and from the or-
thogonality constraint we get the last column of the rotation
matrix as r3 = r1 × r2.

3 Experimental protocol
3.1 Calibration
In our experimental study we used a reference object with
a printed checkerboard pattern with a known size of the
squares. Similar calibration patterns are commonly used in
computer vision for camera calibration. In fact, as a first step
of our study we calibrated the camera of every device using
this pattern and estimated the intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters. Calibration was performed using the Camera
Calibration Toolbox for Matlab1. Since the calibration was
done in a controlled environment we considered these pa-
rameters as as accurate as possible and used them as a refer-
ence.

1http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib doc/index.html
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3.2 Test application
To standardize the process of capturing evaluation images,
we developed a special Android application that guides the
user through the process of image acquisition (see Fig. 1).
Besides ensuring the uniformity of image acquisition, this
approach also simulates potential real mobile applications.
A blue wireframe that was supposed to be approximately
aligned with the paper sheet edges guided the user how to
position the camera. 18 images were captured from the
hemisphere above the calibration pattern. All of these im-
ages were used in the processes of camera calibration and
evaluation.

In addition, we implemented several standard computer
vision algorithms that were run on every Android mobile
device to test the CPU performance. OpenCV2 implementa-
tion of these algorithms was used.

Figure 1: Test application.

3.3 Evaluation procedure
After the evaluation images were captured, we applied the
procedures described in Section 2 to calculate the homogra-
phy, that mapped the image points into the world coordinate
frame defined by the reference object. The following esti-
mates and errors were then calculated:

• Error in corner detection. Corner points of the indi-
vidual squares that were detected in the process of cali-
bration were mapped to the world coordinate frame using
the estimated homography. We calculated the distance (in
mm) between the detected corner points and the ground
truth. In this way we estimated the error that was caused
by the approximative estimation of homography, reflect-
ing the inaccuracies in image formation and reference ob-
ject corner points detection.

• Error of estimated checkerboard width. We calculated
the distance between two specific points in the image, i.e.
the width of the checkerboard (the distance between the
first and the last column of squares) and compared it to
the ground truth.

We also wanted to estimate the influence of the radial
distortion in the images. We therefore calculated the above
mentioned errors in three ways, i.e. by processing three
types of images:

2http://docs.opencv.org
• Original images. We used the original captured images
without any preprocessing; no image undistortion was
considered.

• Images undistorted with specific distortion coeffi-
cients. We processed the original images, however
we corrected all the detected image points (before we
mapped them into the metric world coordinate frame)
using the estimated camera matrix and distortion co-
efficients obtained in the process of the calibration of
the same camera that was used to capture the image.
We therefore achieved a similar result as it would be
achieved by processing images undistorted with the
specific distortion coefficients.

• Images undistorted with generic distortion coeffi-
cients. In general use, the specific distortion coefficients
are not known. We therefore also performed the evalu-
ation using generic distortion coefficients (obtained as
a median of the distortion coefficients of all evaluated
cameras). These parameters were fixed and used with all
evaluated devices.

We also evaluated the obtained camera parameters:

• Intrinsic parameters. We estimated the intrinsic cam-
era parameters and compared them with the parameters
obtained in the calibration process.

• Camera position. By using the estimated intrinsic cam-
era parameters and the estimated homography we esti-
mated the positions of cameras during the image acqui-
sition with respect to the reference object. We compared
these positions with the extrinsic camera parameters ob-
tained in the calibration process.

Finally, we measured the processing power of the indi-
vidual devices. We therefore measured the performance of
the CPUs. On every Android device we run four tests com-
posed of the algorithms commonly used in computer vision:

• Canny. Canny edge detection.

• Hough. Line detection with Hough transform.

• GrabCut. Image segmentation with GrabCut method.

• Gauss. Image smoothing with Gaussian kernel.

Every test was executed on different images with different
resolutions. The same images and algorithms were used on
all evaluated devices.

4 Evaluation results
In this section we present the results of the experimental
evaluation. We tried to estimate the errors up to 0.1 mm ac-
curacy. However, since we did not have an adequate highly
accurate measuring device to measure the ground truth data
on the reference object, we probably also made small mea-
surement errors, which, however, did not significantly in-
fluence the overall results and the main conclusions we can
draw from them.
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There was also a small number of images (around 3%),
were the homography estimation process described in Sec-
tion 2 failed due to several reasons, mainly due to bad qual-
ity of the captured images. Since the robustness of the
homography estimation process was not a topic of this re-
search, the results obtained on such images were not consid-
ered in this experimental study.

4.1 Evaluated devices
We evaluated 22 smart mobile devices; 12 Android phones,
6 Android tablets, and 4 iOS devices. The list of the devices
is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Evaluated smart mobile devices, CPU type, version of
operating system.

No Device CPU OS
1 Samsung Nexus v7a 4.1
2 Samsung Galaxy Note 2 v7a 4.1
3 Samsung Galaxy S4 v7a 4.2
4 Sony Xperia v7a 2.3
5 Huawei U8850 v7a 2.3
6 HTC Desire HD A9191 v7a 2.3
7 Samsung Galaxy S3 mini v7a 4.1
8 Samsung Galaxy S2 GT-I9100 v7a 4.1
9 Sony Xperia ST27i v7a 2.3

10 HTC Sensation v7a 4.0
11 HTC Wildfire v6j 2.3
12 Samsung Galaxy Mini GT-S5570 v6 2.3
13 Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 GT-P7500 v7a 3.2
14 Asus TF300T v7a 4.2
15 Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 GT-P7500 v7a 3.1
16 ASUS Transformer TF201 v7a 4.1
17 Samsung Galaxy Note 10 v7a 4.1
18 Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 GT-P3110 v7a 4.1
19 Apple iPhone 4 A4 6.1
20 Apple iPhone4S A5 6.1
21 Apple iPhone 5 A6 6.0
22 Apple iPad 2 A5 6.1

4.2 Checkerboard detection
4.2.1 Error in corner detection. In the first experiment
we compared the locations of the detected corners of the
checkerboard pattern (in mm) with the reference (known)
coordinates. The results obtained by processing the original
images are presented in Fig. 2.

The average error was 0.34 mm (with st. deviation
0.35 mm) and the median error was 0.28 mm. The system
was therefore able to very accurately detect the corners of
the A4 paper sheet and to correctly estimate the homogra-
phy. The top-left plot in Fig. 2 presents the error histogram;
most of the errors are smaller than 0.5 mm, almost all of
them are smaller than 1 mm.

The top-right plot presents the errors obtained with the
individual devices; the device numbers correspond to the
numbers listed in Table 1. With the exception of a couple of
devices, the results do not differ to a large extent. One has to
note that we have to be rather careful when interpreting these
results. Although the images were taken from the approxi-
mately same directions on all devices, they were taken by
different persons, with different vigilance in different illu-
mination conditions, therefore a direct comparison between
the results of different devices is not very appropriate.

The bottom-left plot presents the average error by image
numbers (i.e., viewing angles) while the bottom-right plot
depicts the average error for all 48 points (corners) on the
checkerboard (listed from top left to bottom right). The lat-
ter plot indicates that the error in the middle of the checker-
board is smaller than the error at its edges, which could be
caused by a different influence of the radial distortion.

We wanted to better check the role of the radial distor-
tion, therefore we undistorted the images (i.e., the detected
points) before estimating the homography and projecting the
detected points in the world coordinate frame as described
in Section 3. The results are shown in Fig. 3(a). The bars
depict the mean error for all three types of input data: origi-
nal images (orig), points corrected using specific (undSpec)
and generic distortion coefficients (undGen). The red lines
depict the error median. The first plot shows the mean error
in localisation of pattern corners. The mean error slightly
reduces when the distortion coefficients are considered.

Fig. 4 shows more detailed results obtained with the
generic distortion coefficients. By comparing this figure
with Fig. 2 we can see that the results improve for most of
the devices. There are a few exceptions, however; the de-
vices where the distortion coefficients deviate from the gen-
eral trend, and they should be treated separately.

4.2.2 Error of estimated checkerboard width. The er-
rors in estimating the checkerboard width are presented in
Fig. 3(b). In this task the correction of the radial distortion
proved to be very useful; the mean width error decreased
from the 0.91 mm to 0.55 mm. This is probably due to the
fact that two points between which we measured the dis-
tance lay on the edge of the reference object where the in-
fluence of the radial distortion is bigger. A very similar im-
provement of the results we obtained in both cases; when
the specific as well when the generic distortion coefficients
were used. This is rather a positive finding, since this means
that the cameras on mobile devices are sufficiently similar
that can be modelled using the same set of distortion coeffi-
cients.

4.3 Camera parameters
4.3.1 Image resolution Fig. 5 depicts image sizes that
were used when capturing images with different devices. We
can see that the resolution (width and height of images) con-
siderably vary across devices. This is partially due to differ-
ent resolution of the camera sensors. Additionally, we did
not always use the maximal camera sensor size due to lim-
itations of certain devices, where the ratio of the width ver-
sus the height must match with the selected camera preview
size and with the actual captured picture size, otherwise the
device would produce invalid picture or it would not pro-
duce the same picture as seen on the display (preview may
have been cropped). Being restricted by those limitations in
some cases we selected smaller picture sizes than maximal
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Figure 2: Results obtained on original images: histogram of all errors, error by device, error by image number and error by points.
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Figure 3: Results obtained by processing different types of images (i.e., points): (a) corner error, (b) checkerboard width error.
supported by the camera.

4.3.2 Intrinsic camera parameters. In this experiment
we tried to estimate the intrinsic camera parameters from the
information provided by the mobile device (as described in
Section 2) and compare these parameters with the reference
values obtained in the calibration process.

Fig. 6 depicts the results for the individual devices. The
top-left plot compares the calibrated and the estimated focal
lengths. We can see that the estimates are mostly sufficiently
close to the reference values. A similar observation we can
also make about the top-right plot, which shows the coordi-
nates of the principal points.

The bottom-left plot shows the pixel ”squareness”, i.e.
the ratio between the width and the height of the individ-
ual imaging element. Our assumption (that the elements are
square) is mostly confirmed with the parameters obtained in
the calibration process. We can see that squareness is almost
always very close to 1; small deviations are probably caused
by the imperfect calibration.

The bottom-right plot depicts the calculated ratios be-
tween the width and the height of the imaging sensor ob-
tained by considering viewing angles as reported by the
imaging device as well as the ratios obtained by consider-
ing the maximal resolution of the images as offered by the
camera. We can see that at certain devices there is a con-
siderable deviation, mainly due to not sufficiently accurate
specification of the viewing angles.

Nevertheless, we can conclude that only by considering
the data provided by the imaging device we can construct
a reasonably credible camera matrix. However, it would be
worth comparing the estimated focal length with the focal
length obtained directly from the images by, e.g., consider-
ing the detected known four or five points in the reference
object [5, 4].
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Figure 4: Results obtained on images undistorted with generic distortion coefficients: histogram of all errors, error by device, error by image
number and error by points.
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Figure 5: Image resolution that was used when capturing images.

4.3.3 Camera position In this experiment we compared
the estimated camera positions (obtained as explained in
Section 2) with the camera extrinsic parameters obtained in
the calibration process. The overall mean results are pre-
sented in Fig. 7(a). The mean euclidian distance between
the estimated and calibrated camera positions are presented,
as well as the distances along the x, y, and z axes. We can
see that the error is relatively small, since it does not exceed
1 cm along individual axis. Fig. 7(b) plots mean errors for
every device. Except a few exceptions, there are no large
deviations.
4.4 CPU performance
To conclude the experimental section, we present the results
of CPU performance evaluation on the Androind smart mo-
bile devices presented in Table 1. Rather than relying on
many publicly available performance comparisons of mo-
bile devices, we decided to do our own performance evalu-
ation, using typical computer vision algorithms. Hence we
developed a test application where we implemented the four
standard computer vision algorithms as described in Sec-
tion 3.3.

We measured processing times for each evaluation image
and calculated the weighted means for all four algorithms.
The weight was determined based on the size of the corre-
sponding image. The results are expressed in terms of mil-
liseconds necessary to process 1000 pixels. They are pre-
sented in Figure 8. As the processing time depends on the
content of the image, the absolute values are not very infor-
mative. However, the relative comparison of these results
indicates well the differences in the performance of the in-
dividual devices. As we can see two devices (no. 11 and 12)
stand out from the rest. We can see from Table 1 that these
are the only two devices that do not feature the armeabi-v7a
architecture, but an older one. The other platforms achieved
comparable results: a few exceptions apart, they were less
than 2.5 times slower than the fastest. Based on these eval-
uation results we can deem the armeabi-v7a mobile archi-
tecture suitable for running relatively demanding machine
vision application. The version of the Android operating
system had no influence on the evaluation results.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have explored the feasibility of using a
modern mobile phone or a tablet as an integrated device for
performing visual measurements. We have constrained our
scope of applications to flat-marker-based systems. Such a
system uses a known reference object to estimate the camera
parameters. To maximize the applicability we have chosen a
widely-available reference object – the A4 paper sheet. We
have developed a simple processing pipeline that detects the
sheet of the paper. Using known dimensions of the sheet,
we estimate the external parameters, while the camera in-
ternal parameters are constructed by reading the parameters
provided by the device.

We have performed an in-depth analysis of accuracy of
our mobile measuring system, using 22 different mobile de-
vices. The results show that the error in detecting the corners
of the checkerboard pattern is below 0.5 mm in all devices.
Considering the size of the reference object, the relative er-
ror is below 0.2%. We have observed that the radial dis-
tortion is indeed significant when considering sub-milimeter
measurements. A notable result is that generic distortion pa-
rameters (obtained from calibration results over all devices)
reduce the errors induced by the radial distortion. This im-
plies similar lens across the different phones. The analysis
of approximation of internal parameters showed that the fo-
cal length is sufficiently well approximated by reading the
viewing angle directly from the device, as well as the prin-
cipal point is well approximated by the image center. The
analysis of the extrinsic parameters estimation shows that
homography-based approach introduces errors that are be-
low 10 mm in all three coordinate axes, making the overall
camera position error smaller than 15 mm. We have further
measured the variability of the processing capabilities of the
tested mobile devices by running some basic computer vi-
sion operations. Results show that the processing power
does not prohibitively vary in this respect for the newer ar-
chitectures, however, the processing is significantly slower
for the older ones.

Our results show that modern smart phones and tablets
can indeed be used as a high-precision measuring device
even using a simple flat-caliber-based approach, achieving
sub-milimeter accuracy in measurements in the reference
object plane. An important result is also the fact that in-
trinsic camera parameters, along with radial distortion co-
efficients, may be estimated without specialized calibration
procedures. This is especially important property as it sig-
nificantly widens the application domain of mobile-phone-
based measuring systems.

Our future work will extend in several directions. We will
study accuracy of more advanced approaches for camera pa-
rameters estimation (e.g., [5, 4]) in our setting. Another di-
rection of further research will be to conduct the feasibility
study of high-precision measuring of 3D objects placed in
the center of the sheet of paper.
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